
Subject: Re: Goeters 
Date: Tue, 30 Jan 2001 21 :47:56 -0500 
From: magnus gunther <magnusg@magma.ca> 
To: nrubin <nrubin@compuserve.com> 

Nev, 
Ill look out for Phyllis's obits. 
How is Murial handling all this? Is she oK? 
Please pass on my condolences to her. I think she was quite close to her 
Mom-if 
I am right this must be a very difficult time for her. 

I hope to give the lectures in April/May, The first at Wits would be on 
"~t 
did the ARM members think they were doing"? Ill have a more sexy title. 
The 
second would be at Rhodes comparing ARM and MK (up to Rivonia) 
strategy, 
resources, achievements, failurees, TYhe third will be in Durban on~ 
Trials-perhaps just John Harris. 
I have not made contact with Peter Vine yet nor Andries du Toit-UWC 
-internet 
sources at UWC hopeless -but I will get in touch soon. So may do paper 
there 
too but it will be arepeat or one of the others, 
Of course youll get copies I need lots of critque, 
Congrats on VW. Also hope the harrassment?? case goes well. Dant worry 
about 
correspondence while you are so busy, 
Cheers 
Magnus 

nrubin wrote: 

> Dear Magnus, 
> 
> Bundy will be doing an obit in the SA Sunday Independent this week. 
There's 
> the possibility, too of one by Randolph in the UK Independent as well. I 
> know not why Bundy is off to SOAS, as the first leftie and the first 
> non-Brit to head gthat body. The wits job is one of hose impossibles that 
> would make anyone seek peace of mind elsewhere. Which reminds me: 
> Stellenbosch is seeking a new Rector too: interested in the job? 
> 

> Randolph tells me you're to do three lectures at three SA universities on 
> the ARM. Do tell as to where and when. As I'm unlikely to be here when 
> these great moments arrive, and will certainly not be in a position to 
> follow you from one venue to another, could I please have copies of the 
> texts? 
> 
> Of Meta: you are probably right to be wary, but she might just possibly be 
> prepared to steer you in the direction of someone who could provide a 
clue. 
> 



> Meanwhile: I'm much chuffed by the victory we've achieved in gthe VW case. 
> There's to be a request for a review, though, so we'll have to fight that 
> comer in due course. 
> 

> And I shall be much occupied in the next weeks responding to the reply 
that 
> I've just received, by OHL, to the pleadings in my case on behalf of the 
> Delhi official who was sacked by ythe ILO - the thing I went to Bangkok 
> for. 
> 

> Yours, 
> 
> Neville 


